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PRODUCT INFO

IJB DTV System
Budget-Friendly and Simplified DTF Alternative - $2,299

PRODUCT NAME LIST PRICE
IJB DTV (Base) System $2,299

KEY FEATURES
• Complete DTV System for Producing Full Color T-Shirts 

Starting at $2,299

• Uses Standard OEM Pigment Inks – No White Ink 
Headaches

• Works with White, Light, Dark, and Black Garments

• Complete System with Online Installation and Training

• Image Longevity as Good or Better than DTF or DTG

• Based on World’s Leading Printing Products with 
Outstanding Support

OVERVIEW 
DTF has rapidly gained popularity in digital imaging, but potential 
buyers have been deterred by issues like poor support, challenges 
with white ink, high costs, and the learning curve associated with 
a new printing method. At InkJetBiz (IJB), we have the ideal solu-
tion: DTV, or direct-to-vinyl printing. While DTV may not be widely 
known, IJB has transformed the quality of vinyl printing with its 
systems approach. Our new IJB DTV system offers a comprehen-
sive, ready-to-use package. 

Here is an overview of the components included in IJB’s DTV print-
ing process:

• Printer, Inks, Digital Cutters, Software, Vinyl Materials, Digital 
Cutters, Heat Presses, Accessories and Training/Support

IJB DTV SYSTEM COMPONENTS
The IJB DTV (Digital Transfer Vinyl) systems are meticulously 
crafted to provide a comprehensive solution that delivers excep-
tional transferred vinyl images, surpassing the performance of 
other image transfer technologies. This remarkable achievement 
is primarily attributed to the utilization of leading brands in the 
components incorporated within IJB’s DTV offerings. 

The brands of these components are as follows:
• Printer: 13” x 19” ET-8550 Six Color Printer
• Ink: OEM Pigment Ink
• Digital Cutters: Siser Juliet Contour Cutter
• Software: Siser’s Leonardo and GO Pro Create Software
• Vinyl Materials: Siser’s DTV Vinyl and TTD High Mask
• Heat Presses: The GO Xpress 1620AR Heat Press
• Accessories: Siser’s EasyWeeder, EasyTweezers and   
 Squeegee 
• Training and Support 

The integration of these leading brands and components within 
the IJB DTV system showcases the company’s commitment to 
delivering outstanding results, with transferred vinyl images that 
exhibit superior performance characteristics compared to other 
image transfer technologies. With IJB’s exceptional support and 
training resources, customers can confidently explore the full 
potential of the DTV system and achieve remarkable outcomes 
in their vinyl image transfers.


